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An architectural masterpiece from 2005 
based on a library concept from the last millennium. 

10 years on.

LAG Freiburg, 15.4.2016

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Dear colleagues, Thanks to the LAG for inviting me and Karen Latimer and Dorothea Sommer for the opportunity to take part in the in the POE Questionnaire-project as one of the pilot users in 2008 and to contribute our evaluation to the IFLA-Book on the POE project.First let me say: it is very touching for me to speak here today, because I was a student here at the Freiburg university and a frequent user of the previous building of this university library and I remember the opening in 1978 very well. Later I worked here as a trainee to become a librarian and that well organized building influenced me quite much for years. – Well – this university library has a strong tradition of good library space in the past and today!



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
It is an invaluable gift to be provided with a marvelous piece of architecture, a piece of art by a famous architect. That is the lucky situation we find ourselves in with the “Philologische Bibliothek” designed by Lord Norman Foster, the Library of the Department of Humanities of the Freie Universität of Berlin, called “the Berlin Brain.” A first evaluation two years after the library was opened in 2005 (a questionnaire proposed by Elmar Mittler based on Andrew McDonald’s “Qualities”) already showed the building’s lack of flexibility and adaptability in view of the rapid change in the conditions for studying and in students’ ways of using libraries caused by the so-called “Bologna Process”.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
And this fundamental change in the field of higher education in Germany occurred exactly at that period between the architectural competition (in 1997) and the construction (2001-2005). - By using the draft version of the ILFA POE questionnaire, as one of the pilot users, we did get a detailed overview: a summary of what works well, a definition of the main problems of the building and a wish list of things that should be changed. Now, based on the published version of the questionnaire we renewed and completed our answers and reconsidered our conclusions.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Before that change, before the Bologna-Process, why did our students come to an academic library, such as university libraries; what were the expectations of our faculty members? Students used to require a large number of desks and good conditions for quiet reading; they needed books on open shelves: They had to do much writing from the very beginning of their studies, they took just a few tests during their whole course of studies, and examinations were concentrated at the end of the program. Faculty members expected an open-access library with lending very much limited because university education was based on a book-centered approach. The concept for the new building was thus based on the traditional conditions for studies in the humanities, particularly academic studies in languages and literature. The new library met those requirements perfectly: book-oriented, the huge collection available on open shelves, perfect conditions for individual work, that means reading and writing. Please keep in mind: the library concept was from mid 1990s, the competition in 1997, the construction between 2001 and 2005! – You may say: we have built a library for a university which has changed fundamentally during the construction period.



Norman Foster _ Bibliothek der Philologischen Fakultät FU Berlin _ Berlin

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
However, students of the humanities now learn more and more in groups or with a partner; they appreciate resources presented in digital form rather than printed books. They embrace e-books and virtual learning environments, where the texts that the students need for their courses are presented on a digital platform. Browsing nowadays means checking the internet, it no longer means walking along shelves. Supporting collaborative learning is a major challenge for a library that was designed to be the perfect place for individual learning and individual intellectual work.



LIBER, Bozen 18.3.2004

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
But what the POE showed us: not only the location is satisfying, but many other details are well done and still good and still functional: The library building is integrated in the main campus compound built in the 1970s. It gets much natural light although it is not a free standing building. It is integrated in a very compact way.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Many things are good andCencerning some main chapters from the questionnair:accessibility, saftey and security,Materials,flooring, ceiling, lighting, furniture, wiring system, service areas, shelving – everything works well.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Well, the “Brain” is a success: It is a hotspot for 2.000 users a day. - But: There is not much flexible space. In the long run, flexible space will only increase if the printed collection is reduced and shelves are removed in order to get free space. For constructive reasons there is no option for an extension of the building: we cannot blow up the volume and make it bigger!The actual library building consists of just one single large room, and there are not many options for zoning, for different zones.The group-study and training rooms, which are connected to, but not within, the actual library, are accessible through a tunnel into an older part of the campus building.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Concerning Sustainability, and this is one of my favorite topics: The green concept of natural ventilation, the energy-saving cooling and heating concept is one of the signature features of the building, a success too.The system relies on concrete-core activation in the floors and shafts and on natural ventilation by remote control. There is only one system for all of the actual library. It produces a very comfortable atmosphere. During the summer we tolerate temperatures up to 25°C. However, without air condition there is no control of humidity. The self-adapting software for the automatic control of the system needed about 16 months after installation to function perfectly.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
About the noise inside the building: Sometimes users complain because noise spreads easily in this kind of one-room building. The main sources of noise are the users’ talking and behavior, noise of automatic ventilation flaps opening and shutting.The whole library with 5 levels and over 6,200 square meters is just one room (except for copy shop, offices, group-study and training rooms), but there are parts at a distance from the entrance area with better acoustic conditions. The most dynamic areas (the entrance in particular) are still the most popular: The users like to see and be seen! Apart from the carpeting, the inner skin made of fabric, and upholstered furniture in the reading lounge, there are no absorbers. - But it is our unexpected experience during the last 10 years: the building is becoming more and more silent. We don’t now why… If I remember my presentation of ourproject on the LAGmeeting in Bolzano 2004 – serveral colleagues said in our discussion: no, acoustics will not work, Norman Foster always makes the same mistakes… - But it works!!



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The special architecture brings light into the building from all directions. There is absolutely no glare because of the white-fabric inner skin. No additional protection is needed. The artificial lighting is absolutely sufficient – Lamps are suspended from the ceiling; on the top level, lamps are fixed on top of the shelves and on the walls. The study desks are equipped with individual lamps. Additionally some lamps are placed between the outer and inner skin of the shell for effect. The colour of the light is rather warm. Staff can control the light on each level of the building in different fixed scenarios. The individual lamps at the desks cannot be dimmed, only switched on and off completely. Natural light cannot be controlled, but the level of the artificial lighting cam be adjusted to the natural light situation. The light management is run from a special touchscreen control board installed at the circulation desk in the entrance area. - The lighting concept creates a very comfortable atmosphere in the whole building.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The POE Questionnaire was very helpful to identify our next steps to modify Three main changes are needed: 1, to try separating different zones. 2, to store larger parts of the printed collection in book stacks outside the building, but not to far. That way we could get more flexible and user-oriented space instead of filling high-quality space with shelves for printed material. 3, more flexibility for arranging the furniture to support individual learning styles like sitting two by two or in groups. And our holy wish: a  perfect rainproof solution for the aluminum and glass outer skin of the building, because we have had problems with rainwater coming through - right from the beginning, due to bad workmanship).But over all: This library has the “Wow effect” (referring to the 11th item on Andrew McDonald’s list of “Top Ten Qualities for Good Library Space”), and the architecture has been truly successful in creating an inspiring and fascinating atmosphere. – In my point of view: the POE-Questionnair is a very helpful tool, a checklist of what you should consider, not only after but during the planning process.



klaus.werner@fu-berlin.de

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Thank you !
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